Relaxation in its purest form
SpaTime – the new range of spa water care products

Timeout begins
with relaxation
The magical power of hot springs has been used for the well-being
of mind, body and soul for centuries. It was tradition for the Greeks
and the Romans to stimulate tired muscles and the stressed spirit
by bathing in hot water. Today this function is performed by modern
spas. With their multitude of functions they guarantee a healthy
timeout.
To protect your health and to maintain your investment, the water
in your spa requires the appropriate care. SpaTime is a BAYROL
product range matched specifically to these requirements and takes
into account the special conditions in your spa. For instance, the
high water temperatures and jets, pose a particular challenge when
it comes to water care. In addition, the restricted pipe work system
encourages the reproduction and settling of organic substances that
should not be in the spa.
SpaTime offers discerning spa owners easy-to-use, harmonised
care products to keep the water in your spa clear, fresh and perfectly
hygienic at all times.
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pH regulation

Well-being with
well-maintained water
Well being is also about the right water quality and the right
balance. The pH value which affects the longevity of your spa,
the efficacy of the water care products and your well-being
should be maintained between 7.2 – 7.6. Total alkalinity (TA)
contributes towards the water quality and balance and should
be checked regularly. To avoid undesired effects, quality issues
and balance problems these values should be checked at least
once per week and more often after a fresh fill. It is also
important to note that the warm water of the spa tends to
naturally increase the level of the pH and can result in calcium
precipitations leading to turbidity in the water.
SpaTime offers you an unbeatable product range that ensures
an ideal water equilibrium and hardness stabilisation.
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Disinfection

Impeccable
hygiene
You don’t want organic substances such as
bacteria or fungi to ruin your relaxation in
the spa. Although only a few bacteria and
fungi present a risk of infection to bathers,
they can reproduce rapidly to make the
water slimy and turbid.
SpaTime, with various disinfection
methods, guarantees to effectively disinfect
your spa water so that every single drop
remains perfectly hygienic. Available
treatment methods are chlorine, bromine
and chlorine-free based on active oxygen.
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Convenient: „Spa Pure“ in pre-measured
sachets for simple dosing
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Cleaning

A pristine spa guarantees
the ultimate bathing
experience
Besides disinfection and pH value
regulation, spas need from time to time
additional care and cleaning for the
purest bathing: from removing calcium
precipitations from pool walls and pipe
work, to preventing foam after switching
on the jets. You can rely on a broad range
of SpaTime cleaning products to ensure
superior care of your spa.
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Sets

Your bespoke spa set
Spa water care greatly depends on the
individual user preferences as well as local
water quality. SpaTime can fulfil all of your
requirements: your specialised dealer will
be delighted to compose your bespoke spa
set – to suit your needs concerning treatment
method and water balance. This ensures that all
products required for optimum water care are
at your fingertips and available from the start.
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Your personal spa care set,
including brochure
“Spa Maintenance made easy”
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zur Blindtext und mehr
Balancer Platzhalter

Your Specialized Spa Dealer

BAYROL Deutschland GmbH
Robert-Koch-Str. 4
D-82152 Planegg
Tel. +49 89-85701-0
www.bayrol.de

59 98473-2F0901 Use biocidal products safely. Always read the label and product information before use.

pH-Plus

